
Fujitsu Cloud Service for AWS Co-creation lays the 
foundations to speed up your migration to AWS.
AWS offers leading development tools and cutting-edge technology that can transform your 
organisation. However, ensuring you exploit the maximum benefit of the world’s biggest hyperscaler 
is complex. This complexity poses a much greater risk to your organisation if there is no detailed 
plan in place. Planning for the move to AWS requires a variety of skills, tools, and processes. 
To be successful, this cannot be done in isolation.

Fujitsu Cloud Service for AWS includes Co-creation. This is where we work with you to identify where you want to get to and any potential 
obstacles along the way. Our four-stage process will give you a holistic view of your current business. It will align your AWS transition 
goals with your wider business goals. And it will give you a plan of action that cuts complexity and risk from your AWS deployment.

Kick-start
your journey
to AWS

Co-creation

Key benefits

■  Standardised processes with fixed-price consultancy
and assessment.

■ A cost effective approach with both on-site and
remote delivery.

■ Access to Fujitsu experts who will provide a 360˚view
of your organisation.

■ Options for creating a formal business plan, detailed
project plan, and granular migration strategies.

Why Fujitsu

■ We have thousands of consultants designing multi-cloud 
solutions with customers globally.

■ Our industry focus and structure gives us unparalleled 
insight into your industry environment and challenges.

■ We deliver offsite services in-country and through our 
global delivery services to offer cost-effective services 
whilst complying with any regulatory requirement.

■ We have over 2,500 staff members trained in cloud 
technology globally, and over 300 accredited in AWS. 



Fujitsu Cloud Service for AWS Co-creation is a three-stage process that cuts complexity 
from your transition to AWS. It will reveal your readiness for AWS and set realistic goals 
so you can accelerate your migration.

What can I expect?

Stage 1  Business Accelerator

2-4 weeks
This agile consultancy service will help you define an IT Strategy that is aligned to your business strategy. We embed our public 
cloud consultancy experts into your organisation to work alongside your own personnel. At this stage we will deliver workshops with 
key personnel, to formulate the top level vision for IT in your organisation, a clear action plan and identify areas for quick wins.

Stage 2  Strategic Assessment Service

6-16 weeks
This stage provides a 360˚ view of your organisation’s IT. After the strategic assessment service is completed we will deliver a map 
of your IT estate including people, process and technology all linked back to your business KPIs, enabling you to make the right 
decisions based on business outcomes.

Stage 3  Roadmap

1-6 weeks
The Roadmap stage will give you the foundations for change and the plans to make this happen. The granular roadmap, based on 
specialised Fujitsu tooling, will set out precisely how you can move your applications and infrastructure to AWS. It provides you with 
a migration strategy and target state definition and a program strategy which encompasses key strategic considerations such as 
dependency mapping and move group identification.
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To find out more about kick-starting 
your AWS transition, contact us at 
enquire@au.fujitsu.com 
or visit the website.

https://www.fujitsu.com/au/services/multi-cloud/cloud-services/aws/



